4K Day & Night IP Box Camera

Features

- Ultra HD 12.0 megapixel CMOS image sensor
- 4K True H.264 AVC High Profile video compression
- H.264 and Motion JPEG multi-profile video streaming
- 3D noise reduction (MCTF)
- 2D WDR function
- Digital PTZ supported
- Tampering / Audio / Motion detection alarm function
- Day & Night (IR cut removable)
- 2-way audio supported
- Digital I/O : 1 in, 1 out
- ONVIF supported
- RS-485 supported

Description

4K Ultra HD Camera – UHG1182, is featuring 30FPS and 3,840-by-2,160-pixel picture. As the demand of super resolution in video surveillance is on the rise, 4K is the stepping stone of prevalent 1080P Full HD. LILIN's new 4K Ultra HD network camera, UHG1182, enhances HD images by providing four times HD picture with beautifully natural detail and astounding saturated colors. 4K Ultra HD video doubles the
vertical resolution from 1080P to 2160P vertical lines of resolution. The UHG1182 is also available with ONVIF compliance.